Abstract. We present a model of motor learning based on a combination of Operational Space Control and Optimal Control. Anticipatory processes are used both in the learning of the dynamics model of the system and in the coordination between both types of control. In order to illustrate the proposed model and associated control method, we apply these principles to the control of a simplified virtual humanoid performing a stand-up task starting from a crouching posture.
Introduction
Early in the history of motor control studies, Bernstein raised the following paradox: thanks to the redundancy of their motor system, human beings can realize a task with an infinity of ways. However, for a given task, they always reproduce the same kind of stereotypic motion. The problem consists in explaining where these regularities come from, given the diversity of possible solutions [1] .
An attractive solution to this problem consist in stating that motor control optimises some criterion, thus the performed motion among the many possible ones is the optimal one with respect to that particular criterion. Several potential criteria have been proposed such as the Minimum jerk [2] , the Minimum torque-change [3] and their variants (Minimum motor command change [4] and Minimum commanded torque change [5] ). These criteria are all based on the idea that human motion must optimise smoothness, but a principled explanation of why motion should optimise smoothness is missing.
By contrast, the Minimum end-point variance criterion comes with a convincing explanation: natural movements must reach their target accurately, in spite of a neural noise that is proportional to the motor signal. Thus motor control must minimise the error on the terminal position of the controlled effector. Harris and Wolpert [6] showed that an optimal controller based on this principle can reproduce all motor invariants on which previous criteria were based, but also additional invariants such as Fitts' law [7] which relates accuracy to the speed of execution.
The direct consequence of this criterion is the Minimum intervention principle [8] that stipulates that the motor system activates muscles as few as possible to achieve its task, so as to minimise the motor signal related noise. As a result, the generated control only acts in the dimensions that are relevant with respect to the task and rejects the noise to the other dimensions. This fact is validated experimentally by [9] who showed that fluctuations are larger on the Uncontrolled manifold consisting of the irrelevant dimensions than on the relevant ones. Based on these findings, the Stochastic Optimal Feedback Control (SOFC) method [10, 11] , illustrated in Fig. 1 , and some variants (Terminal Optimal Feedback Controller [12, 13, 14] and Task Optimisation in the Presence of Signal dependent noise [15] ) have received a wide agreement as good models of human motor control for elementary tasks for a single arm. However the computational cost of Optimal Control (OC) methods such as SOFC make them unsuitable to solve larger problems such as the synthesis of whole body motion. Thus an important issue in this domain consists in finding computationally less expensive approaches endowed with the same properties.
Another issue is concerned about learning and adapting to changing dynamic conditions. Several authors [16, 17] propose a general framework in which human motor control is model-based, combines feedforward and feedback control processes [18] and calls upon optimisation processes as explained above. In this framework, motor adaptation results from learning the dynamics model of the system. These principles were first implemented in Modular Selection And Identification for Control (MOSAIC) [19] , a modular architecture where each module gets specialised to deal with particular dynamic circumstances. In MOSAIC, control learning is based on an handcrafted corrector that requires a priori knowledge on the dynamics of the system. Multiple Model-Based Reinforcement Learning (MMRL) [20] solves this limitation by introducing a reinforcement learning process. Each module in MMRL calls upon an optimal control module, thus it still suffers from the computational cost of OC approaches.
One way to overcome this computational cost problem is suggested by Shadmehr's global view of the motor system [21] . From studies based on reaching and pointing movements, Shadmehr considers that motion generation can be decomposed into two parts: at the higher level, the central nervous system computes, in a visual frame of reference centred on the fixation point, a vector from the end-point effector to the target. This vector defines a trajectory in the operational visual space. Then this trajectory is converted into a muscular, low-level control of the joints angles by calling upon learned visuo-articular velocity and position mappings.
The most adequate robotics control tool to formalise Shadmehr's intuition consists in projection methods, such as Operational Space Control (OSC) [22] . These methods perform their computation in the so-called operational space, a space relative to the task, which is usually smaller than the joints space. They can thus be applied to large robotic systems [23] . They also give rise to a mathematically straightforward way of decoupling a set of tasks ranked by priority [24] , but are sensitive to these priorities and cannot directly perform a global optimisation of a cost function associated to the motion of the system over time.
By contrast, optimisation methods, such as OC perform their computation in the joints space, but benefit from the easy definition of the constraints and performance criteria [25] of the tasks. However, the only way to express priorities among tasks within this framework consists in tuning the relative weights of the corresponding performance criteria.
In this contribution, we present an hierarchical model combining the assets of both control methods. Our model is consistent with Shadmehr's view in that a high level control loop computes a global trajectory in the operational space and then a low level control loop dynamically realizes it at the joints level. Besides, our model calls upon a velocity kinematics model and a dynamics model of the system, respectively. We show how these models can be learned from experience within an anticipatory process. Finally, the coordination of both control levels also results from an anticipatory process, the control set point being chosen as a point that is forward in time with respect to the current time. Our model is functional rather than neuromimetic: It focuses on the level of computational principles of human motor control and does not claim anything about the underlying neuroanatomy.
The contribution is organised as follows. Section 2 gives the technical background of each component of our model. The global structure of the controller itself is presented in section 3. In section 4, we describe an empirical study about the control of a simplified virtual humanoid performing a stand-up task starting from a crouching posture. We discuss the results in section 5. 
Background
We present a model of human motor learning that combines the definition of tasks in the operational space, the use of OC at the joints level and experiencebased, incremental model learning processes. An inverse velocity kinematics model is learned with the Locally Weighted Projection Regression (lwpr) nonlinear function approximation algorithm [26] whereas a direct linearised model of the dynamics is learned with a classical Recursive Least Squares algorithm. Learning is performed on-line, during the control of the system. The different components of the resulting adaptive control architecture are described below.
Forward and Inverse Velocity Kinematics
The operational space or task space is the most natural space to describe the motion of the end effector of a system, whereas the joints space is the most natural space to control the system. The OSC approach consists in specifying the goal in the operational space and then using a linear transformation from the operational space to the joints space to control the system. Let ξ be an m-dimensional vector of operational coordinates used to describe the task (e.g. position and orientation of the end-point effector) and let q be an n-dimensional vector of generalised coordinates -i.e. the vector of parameters necessary to describe the configuration of the system without ambiguity. For systems with a fixed base, the generalised coordinates are often chosen as the joints angles. The relation ξ = f (q) is called forward kinematics model (FKM). It describes the operational coordinates as a function of the configuration of the system. Differentiating with respect to time, we obtaiṅ
where J(q) = ∂f (q) ∂q is the Jacobian matrix of f .
To control the system, we needq as a function ofξ. For a redundant system (rank(J) < n) for which the inversion of (1) has an infinity of solutions, one particular solution is:
where J(q) is a weighted pseudoinverse of J(q) [27] . Weighted pseudo-inverse of J (q) are written:
where W is a symmetric and positive matrix of dimension n. This particular set of solutions to (1) minimises the Euclidean W-weighted norm q T Wq of the solution. In the case where W = I n , this solution is called the Moore-Penrose or pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix and is noted J + . The general form of the solution can be written as:
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where I n − J (q) J (q) is a projector onto the nullspace of J (q) (i.e. the space of internal mobility with respect to the main task) andq 0 any vector of dimension n. The second term of the right-hand term of equation (3) gives access to the redundancy of the system in a hierarchical manner: any secondary task or constraint projected onto the nullspace of the Jacobian matrix is given less priority than the main task. It is achieved as long as it does not disturb this main task.
Operational Space Control
OSC consists in reaching a target ξ ref from an initial position. This control method uses the inverse velocity kinematics model described by equation (2) as well as a proportional controller to compute the desired operational velocity:
where K p is a positive definite matrix used as a proportional gain. This method is called resolved rate motion control. Using the inverse velocity kinematics model described by equation (2), we have:q
Thus, given a desired task velocity ξ ref and knowing J(q) , one can derive the desired joints velocitiesξ des . If one wishes to specify the desired joints accelerations, one may use a progressive differentiation:
Independently of the formalism used (Lagrange or Newton-Euler), the equations of motion of a fully-actuated, holonomic system in the contact-free case can be written:
where M is the symmetric positive definite inertia matrix of the system, b is the vector of nonlinear effects modelling centrifugal and Coriolis forces, g is the gravity vector and Γ represents the torques applied to the system. This inverse dynamics model is used to compute, for a given state, the torque that must be applied to the system to get the desired joint accelerations:
whereq des is computed fromξ des using equations (4), (5) and (6).
Linearisation of the Dynamics Model
It is possible to linearise the dynamics model around a state o:
We can reformulate this as:
This formula is called state representation and can be rewrittenẋ = Ax+Bu. The state and action matrices A and B generally depend on the state. This will not be the case in the study hereafter, the dynamics model being linearised. In its discrete form, this equation is written:
where
x k+1 is the future state whereas x k and u k are the current state and control input. A and B are the current state and action matrices.
In this study, we learn a model of the dynamics using the state space form of equation (9).
Optimal Control
Optimal control is a family of control methods that optimize a cost function over the achievement of a task. In the Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) framework in discrete time, the cost function (or optimality criterion) is written:
where Q and R are semi-definite positive and definite positive matrices associated to the cost on the state error and on the control input respectively. The minimization of the cost function is obtained by solving the Riccati equation whose unknown is P :
where A and B are the state representation matrices defined above. Solving this equation provides L = R + B T P B −1 B T P A , a constant state feedback matrix used to generate the following feedback controller:
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where x =and where x des = q deṡ q des .q des is computed using the inverse velocity kinematics model described by equation (2) whereas q des is extrapolated from the current configuration:
A schematic view of LQR in shown in Fig. 2 . 
Model Learning
We want to learn models of our system incrementally and from experience. The nonlinear function we want to approximate can be written y = f (x). We use two techniques, one for obtaining a unique linear model β with y ≈ βx and the second for obtaining a nonlinear onef with y ≈f (x) wheref is a combination of linear models.
Least squares and recursive least squares. In the linear case, given some input-output data
organised into a matrix, one can obtain the β matrix using the Least Squares approach: By
−1 and β k represents the average for each term over β 1 ... β k in the least squares sense.
This algorithm can be made incremental through a recursive formulation:
Thus, from this so-called Recursive Least Squares (rls) method, we can get β k for any k given the previous matrix and a forgetting factor λ that must be tuned.
LWPR.
For most systems, linear models will not be accurate enough and must be replaced by nonlinear or piecewise-linear approximators such as neural networks, decision trees [28] or radial basis function networks [29] .
The lwpr algorithm [30] is an incremental radial basis function approximator which provides accurate approximation in very large spaces in a O(k) complexity, where k is the number of sample data. We use it here to learn the FKM of our robot. The algorithm uses a combination of linear models, which are valid on an elliptic zone of the input spaces and whose relative strengths are weighted by a gaussian. This space may evolve during training to match the training data. The domain of validity of each model is called a Receptive Field (RF). The prediction of an entire lwpr model on an input vector is the weighed sum of the results of all the active surrounding RFs. The RFs of a model are created when new input data are not part of any existing RF. Conversely, when a field overlaps another, some criterion can be used to delete it. Each RF first projects the input vector on the most relevant dimensions for estimating the output vector by using Partial Least Squares [31] . During each update, the projector is updated and the algorithm checks whether increasing the complexity by adding another dimension to the input projection significantly reduces the estimation error. If it is so, it modifies the projector accordingly. The projected vector is then used in the n dimension linear model (n being the output dimension) to give the output of the RF.
During prediction with an input vector, the distance between the vector and the RF area is tested for activation and only the significant RFs are activated (see Fig. 3 for an example of RF repartition for function approximation).
The latest version of the algorithm also computes the first and second differential of the learned function with respect to each input dimension (Jacobian and Hessian matrices) when learning the model. lwpr can estimate them for any input value. This calculation is made easier by the fact that the model is a simple sum of multiple linear functions which are easily differentiated. We use this method to extract the Jacobian matrix from the learned model.
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Our Motor Learning Model
Our global control scheme, illustrated in Fig. 4, consists of: -a definition of the task in the operational space, resulting on the easy definition of tasks; -learning the inverse velocity kinematics model with lwpr and a high level control law based on a proportional controller given by equation (4); -learning the dynamics model with rls and a low level optimal control law optimising a quadratic cost.
Our presentation below distinguishes three layers: high level control, low level control and the coupling between the two. 
High Level Control
The operational space control part of our controller consists in the proportional controller given by equation (4) based on the difference between ξ des andξ.ξ is the output of the FKM learned with lwpr, taking the joints positions as input and the operational space position as output.
After equation (4), we apply equation (5) to transform the error in the operational space into a desired velocity in the joints space. The inverse velocity kinematics model is learned with lwpr takingξ as input andq as output, as shown in Fig. 5 . This approach is similar to the one used in the work of D'Souza et al. in [32] who also choose to directly learn a specific inverse of the Jacobian matrix using the lwpr algorithm. Given the fact that there is an an infinity of inverses for the Jacobian matrix, the choice of a specific inverse leads to a loss of information regarding the redundant nature of the system. However, the learned inverse which we can expect to be a weighted pseudoinverse J (q) , i.e. to have minimum norm properties, is the one that best fits the trajectories generated so far.
Low Level Control
At the low level, we use an LQR controller to track the desired joints velocitiesq computed by the high level control. In the linearised dynamics model
T , the action u k corresponds to the vector of joints torques, and the matrices A and B are learned incrementally with the rls algorithm as shown in Fig. 6 , taking (x k ,u k ) as input and x k+1 as output. Note that, in order to bootstrap the learning process of rls, rather than initialising A and B randomly, we rather store samples (x k ,u k ,x k+1 ) and apply a standard LS method until A and B are full rank. 
Coupling Both Levels with Anticipation
If we take the currentq and q coming from the high level controller as reference, the tracking delay combined with the estimation errors results in an oscillatory behaviour. Thus, we couple the high level and low level control loops by anticipating the values ofq and q after some horizon H in the future and using these vectors in the low level control objective function to track them. Algorithm 1. Anticipatory coupling algorithm.
To perform such an anticipation, taking the current operational point ξ as initial value ξ 0 , we perform a loop on ξ i . First, we infer its derivativeξ i with a proportional controller (Algol. 1, line 3). This operational velocity can be translated into joints velocities through the weighted pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix (line 4). From these joints velocities, we estimate the next configuration (line 5) which, from the FKM, can be translated into an estimation ξ i+1 of the next operational position (line 6). We iterate this anticipation H times and this results in values forq and q after H time steps. Finally, u 0H is the control input applied at moment 0 with horizon H.
Note that the way we estimate the next configuration does not take dynamics effects into account. We assume that our controller will reach the desired state at each step, which may not be true in practice if dynamics effects are not fully balanced by the low level controller.
By using the state representation x i = q i q i , one can improve the estimation by using the x i+1 = A x i + B u i into the anticipation loop, but preliminary experiments have shown that this does not result in a significant difference in our context.
Empirical Study

A Simplified Virtual Humanoid System
To evaluate our control architecture, we work with a simplified 3 degrees of freedom (DOFs) mannequin model whose feet are fixed to the ground so as to alleviate the need to care about equilibrium. Thechoice of this simple model is intented to facilitate the presentation of our approach which we expect to be easily scalable to much higher dimension systems. The mannequin is simulated with Arboris [25] , a Matlab simulator dedicated to the study of the dynamics of poly-articulated tree-like systems. Its parameters of our simplified mannequin model are extracted from anthropometric tables [33] . It is 1.74 meters tall and weighs 73 kg.
Task and Parameters
The task consists in making the mannequin stand up from a crouching posture, so that the vertex (upper extremity of the head) reaches 1.70 meters and stabilises over 1.65 meters, as shown in Fig. 7 . Thus our operational task consists in reaching ξ des = ξ x ξ y T = 1.70 0.05 T .
As for parameters, in (4), after testing diverse values, we take K P = 10. Furthermore, a preliminary study of the low level control loop resulted in tuning the Q and R matrices of the LQR controller as follows: Fig.8 shows that, for a controller without an anticipation loop, the system is able to stand-up, but a vertical oscillation may be observed. With a short anticipation (h = 2 to 6), the system still reaches the operational target but is able to stay there for a longer time period and without oscillation. For a larger anticipation, the system is not able to maintain the desired position any more. Fig.9 shows an example of the input/output data used by lwpr to learn. After building the corresponding model, lwpr can predict the outputq from the inputξ. Fig.10 shows that, if we perform only one learning epoch along the trajectory, the predicted output cannot be used. We must perform 20 learning epochs where each set of input/output data is presented ten times so as to get a satisfactory model of the weighted pseudoinverse of the Jacobian matrix. Note that, once the system is stabilised, we must stop learning with lwpr. Indeed, if the system is stable, its output is constant and the learned models degenerate. The persistent activation principle used in adaptive control [34] can be used here to stop the learning process.
Empirical Results
Discussion and Perspectives
Learning the Dynamics Model
Learning a linear model of the dynamics with rls is a limited approach that can tackle easy problems such as the control of our 3 DOFs system, but as soon as the dynamics gets more complicated, the approximation error will get too large. Our most immediate future work will consist in using lwpr to learn a piecewise linear model of the dynamics. As explained in section 2.5, one can learn a nonlinear evolution of the A and B matrices with the state [q kqk ]
T and the control input [u k ] as input at any instant and the next state q k+1 ,q k+1 T as output. However, it is not trivial to exploit the explicit dynamics model learned by lwpr under the form of matrices as it was done with rls. The output given by lwpr is a weighted sum of the outputs of linear models multiplied by a gaussian. The global dynamics model matrices cannot be reconstructed easily from this collection of linear models. Nevertheless, we are working on directly learning an inverse dynamics model in order to control our system with a computed torque [35] approach. Furthermore, we need to control the internal mobility (see equation 3) of the system when it is redundant, which boils down to learning a specific weighted pseudoinverse. This is a matter for future work.
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Related Models
An important related model is the work of Mitrovic [36] , who combines learning a dynamics model of a 6 DOFs arm with lwpr and performing Iterative Linear Quadratic Gaussian (iLQG) optimal control [37] based on that learned model. To our knowledge, Mitrovic et al. are the only authors who succeeded in using a dynamics model learned with lwpr so far. By contrast, N'Guyen-Tuong [38] performed such a learning process on more general systems in the context of a comparison with other learning approaches, but without using the model to control a system. Note that iLQG does not use the operational versus joints space distinction, thus it does not benefit from the dimensionality reduction properties of OSC and is limited to addressing systems with no more than 10 DOFs.
Another important related model is MMRL. As in MMRL, the low level controller of our model is based on LQR. So far, our model does not benefit from the modular specialisation mechanism that MMRL shares with MOSAIC. However, such a modularity property will come into play as soon as we will use lwpr at the dynamics level, since lwpr calls upon a collection of local linear models. But here again, the main originality of our approach results from the way we use OSC to specify the task in the operational space. To our knowledge, the only other model that is endowed with the same property is presented in [39] and is based on neural networks.
State Estimation
In our model, we considered the state of the system exactly known at any moment. In robots, if the FKM of the system is known and if fast enough sensors in servo-motors can give an accurate estimation of the configuration, one can get a good estimation of the current operational state of the system. But when the FKM is learned and inaccurate, state estimation must be used. To perform such an estimation, one must combine informations coming from several exteroceptive and proprioceptive sensors whose accuracy is varying under the environmental conditions and whose delay is generally not compatible with the constraints of feedback control-based motion. Even motor control itself is noisy, as we highlighted in the introduction. Thus maintaining an accurate estimation of the joints state of the musculoskeletal system is a central issue that we must address in the future.
Conclusion
We have presented a model of human motor learning that combines two levels. At the higher level, we specify a task in the operational space and use the OSC approach to derive a target trajectory that will be tracked in the joints space by the lower level. The transformation from the operational space to the joints space is performed with an inverse Jacobian matrix that learned with the lwpr algorithm. At the lower level, we use LQR control to compute the optimal joints torques that realizes the trajectory specified in the operational space, based on a simple dynamics model learned with rls. In our approach, optimal control does not lead to a globally optimal motion but rather to a piecewise optimal solution with respect to the learned system dynamics. In that respect, we can expect our method to be more easily scalable to large dimension systems and it would be of interest to study the best compromise between the computational complexity and the chosen optimal control horizon.
We illustrated this model on a stand-up task. One advantage of the combination of OSC with learning is its flexibility in the definition of the task. Indeed, if we change the end-point effector with respect to which the goal is expressed, or if we change the actuators with which the low-level control is performed, we should just need to learn again the corresponding dynamics to obtain a different controller. Validating this property is in our future work agenda.
Furthermore, we have shown that, due to the approximation error of the linear model learned with rls, we need to stabilise the control architecture by tuning the anticipation horizon of the low level control loop with respect to the high level one. Thus anticipation appears in our control architecture both in model learning processes and in the coupling between the high and the low level control loops.
